If you've never played Infocom 's interactive fiction before, you should read this
entire instruction manual. If you ' re an experienced lnfocom player, just read
Sectio11 l: About P/a11etfal/.
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After the fall of the Second Galactic Union
in 1716 GY , a ten-thousand-year dark age
settled upon the galaxy. Interstellar travel

was non-exi stent, and many star systems
descended into a near-barbaric state,
burning coal and gas for energy, and
growing food directly from exposed
topsoil.
In 11 ,203 GY, a treaty between the
Empires of Tremain and Galium formed
the Third Galactic Union. Ships of the
Stellar Patrol (a pseudo -military wing of
the Union government on Tremain) began
exploring the galaxy , searching for the
human civilizations that are the remnants
of the Second Union .
You are a native of the planet Gallium.
Although it is one of the most politically
powerful worlds in the Union, Gallium is
no garden spot. In fact. the Gallium
.Chamber of Commerce brochure entitled
" 'Ten Great Reasons to Vi sit Gallivm" ends
on page 3. The author ran out of reasons
after listing just two.
For five generations, your family has
served in the Stellar Patrol. Your greatgreat-grandfather was a High Admira l and
one of the founding officers of the Patrol.
It was taken for granted that when you
came of age you would join up.
Now, more than a year after signing up ,
and two months after being transferred to
the S.P.S. Feinstein, you are still only
ranked Ensign Seventh Class. Your
superior officer. Ensign First Class
Blather, has been making your life
miserable. You're beginning to wonder if
you're really cut out for the Stellar Patrol

Hints

know about
Itcractivc· Fiction

IBM version only
This version of Planetfall includes hints! If
you ever get stuck, you can type HINT and
press the RETURN (or ENTER) key. Then
follow the instructions on your screen.
Most of the hints are nudges in the right
direction; .the last hint in the sequence is
usually a complete answer.
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Sample Transcript and Map
This transcript i s not from P/a11etfal/, but it
will give you a good feeling for how

lnfocom 's interactive fiction works. It
contains some simple puzzles and their
solutions . The player' s commands appear
in capital letters after each prompt(>). The
map represents the terrain in the sample
tran script as you might have drawn it.

>LEAVE THE SCOOTER
Docking Port
This is the huge docking port of the
space station . Only one ship is here at the
moment, a one-man scooter, so the
docking port seems unusually empty. A
tube leads down toward the heart of the
station.
>DOWN
Main Hallway, Sector M
This is the station's main corridor. which
continues port and starboard. A tube leads
up toward the docking port.
>STARBOARD
Main Hallway, Sector N
This is the station's main corridor, which
continues to port and starboard. A room
lies to fore, and a tube leads down to the
next level of the station. Lying at the base
of the wall is a key.
>TAKE THE KEY
Taken .

>WAIT
Time passes ...
As the scooter enters the station's
docking port, the retro-thrusters bring it to a
halt. The port fills with air and the scooter's
hatch opens.
>LOOK
Scooter, in the pilot's couch
You are in a cramped one-man space
scooter. Through the viewport, you see the
docking port of Space Station BG-12. The
scooter's hatch is open. You can see a
toolbox here.
>OPEN THE TOOLBOX
You can 't reach it from the pilot's couch .
>STAND UP
You are standing again.
>OPEN THE TOOLBOX
It's locked .
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>EXAMINE IT
The key is one of those new all-purpose
keys that maids itself to any lock. A typical
example of Garfoogian ingenuity.
>FORE
Sick Bay
Like the rest of the station, the medical
facility is deserted, even though regulations
require that the sick bay be staffed around
the clock, ten chrons a day! The only exit is
aft. At the far end of the room, inside a
steel cage, is a Thoosian Fussbudget,
apparently asleep.
>WAKE THE FUSSBUDGET
It jumps to its feet. all twelve of them. "Hey,
what's going on? Who are you? Lemme
outta here!"
>OPEN THE CAGE
The cage is locked.
"Open the cage'" begs the Fussbudget,
clawing at the bars. "I'm claustrophobic! I'll
starve to death I I wanna go jogging!"

>UNLOCK THE CAGE WITH THE KEY
This seems to be one of those new
sophisticated all-purpose-key-proof locks.
"Break the bars! Get an acetylene torch!
Find a teleporter! I've got an appointment
with my lawyer in five minutes! I'm allergic
to cages!" The Fussbudget begins sneezing wildly.

>EAT THE PASTE
Mmmm ... one of your favorites ... anchovies
and peanut butter. You empty the entire
tube, and your hunger dissipates.
>OUT.DOWN .STARBOARD.FORE
Docking Port
Main Hallway, Sector M

· >AFT.PORT.UP.ENTER THE
SCOOTER.UNLOCK THE TOOLBOX
WITH THE KEY
Main Hallway, Sector N
Main Hallway, Sector M
Docking Port
You are beginning to get hungry.
Scooter
You can see a toolbox here.
The toolbox is now unlocked .
>OPEN THE TOOLBOX
Opening the toolbox reveals an identity
bracelet, a hacksaw, and a tube of nutrient
paste.
>TAKE ALL FROM THE TOLBOX
(I don't know the word "tolbox. ")
>OOPS TOOLBOX
identity bracelet: Taken.
hacksaw: Taken.
tube of nutrient paste: You're carrying too
much weight already.
>INVENTORY
You are carrying a hacksaw, an identity
bracelet, a key, and a box of radioactive
isotopes. You are wearing a Patrol uniform.
>DROP ALL BUT THE HACKSAW AND
THE BRACELET THEN TAKE THE TUBE
key: Dropped.
box of radioactive isotopes: Dropped.
Patrol uniform: You 'll have to remove it first.

Main Hallway, Sector N
Sick Bay
"It's about time you got back. You think
it's fun being locked in a cage? What if
there was a fire?"
>CUT THE BARS WITH THE HACKSAW
You cut through one of the bars. The
Fussbudget sticks its head through the
gap. "Come on, cut some more! I'm almost
out...do you think these edges where you
cut the bars are sharp?"
>AGAIN
You cut a second bar. The Fussbudget
squeezes through and leaps to the floor.
"Thanks, bud. By the way, I'm a Fussbudget:" It hops across the room and pokes
four or five eye stalks cautiously through
the doorway. "Where is everyone? Hey,
that looks like a tube of nutrient paste
you 've got there. "
>GIVE THE TUBE TO THE FUSSBUDGET
The Fussbudget grabs the tube, wildly
squeezes it with all six hands, and then
throws it to the deck. "Empty! If I don't eat
something soon I'll get sick."
>AFT
Main Hallway, Sector N
The Fussbudget gangles after you .
>PORT
Main Hallway, Sector M
The Fussbudget gangles after you.

Taken.
You are now quite hungry.

>PORT
Main Hallway, Sector L
This is the station's main corridor, which
continues to port and starboard. Rooms lie
fore and aft.
•
The Fussbudget gangles after you. It
suddenly notices your identity bracelet.
"Hey, if you gim1]1e the bracelet, I can get
us lotsa food , whaddya say, huh?"
>GIVE BRACELET TO FUSSBUDGET
The Fussbudget grabs the bracelet and
dashes forward .
>FORE

You bounce off an invisible security barrier.
Within the room , you can see the
Fussbudget, wearing the bracelet, greedily
devouring a whole crate of Mondoweed
fruits .
>FUSSBUDGET, GIVE ME THE
BRACELET
Without looking up or pausing for a second ,
the Fussbudget tosses you the bracelet.
>PUT ON THE BRACELET
You are now wearing the bracelet.
>FORE
Store Room
This is a small storage room of some sort.
A hallway lies aft.
You can see an adapter plug here.
The Fussbudget is just shoving the last
few fruits into its huge mouth. "All the food
is gone," it says with its mouth full. "Where
am I gonna sleep tonight?"
>AFT.AFT
Main Hallway, Sector L
The Fussbudget gangles after you.
Director's Office
This is the office of the station manager.
It is simply furnished , with a file cabinet and
a aesk. There's an electrical outlet on one
wall.
Sitting on the desk is a portable computer and a slip of paper.
The Fussbudget gangles after you.

>SLIP OF PAPER
[taking the slip of paper first]
"Buy milk. Dentist at 3300. New password
is 133."
>TURN ON THE PORTABLE COMPUTER
Nothing happens.
·
The Fussbudget shivers. "Does it seem
chilly in here? I hate drafty places." A look
of concern crosses its face. "Do you think
the heating units have failed ?"
>EXAMINE THE COMPUTER
The portable computer has a screen, a
keyboard, and a power cord . The screen is
blank.
The Fussbudget says, "See ya later, bub.
I'm gonna go catch some winks ." It gangles
out.
>PLUG THE POWER CORD INTO THE
ELECTRICAL OUTLET
The cord ends in a nine-prong plug , but the
outlet will only accept five-prong plugs.
>FORE.FORE
Main Hallway, Sector L
Store Room
The Fussbudget is snoring loudly in the

corner.
You can see an adapter plug here.

>TURN ON THE COMPUTER
The computer beeps and the screen lights
up, saying , "Please type password."
>TYPE "133"
The screen says "Password accepted.
Type 7 for memo file , 11 for correspon dence file ."
>TYPE 7
The last page of the memo pad appears on
the screen :
"22-Bozbar. All personnel have teleported down to the planet. I'll join them
within the chron , but I wanted to say
goodbye to this old station: it's too bad we
couldn't stop that reactor build-up. By the
way. the latest reading for Critical is 6400 ."

'

>TIME
Adjusted Galactic Standard Time is exactly
6396.
>FORE
Main Hallway, Sector L
Suddenly, a giant fireball engulfs the

entire station.
•••• You have died •••••
Your score is 9 points out of a total of 80, in
92 moves. This gives you the rank of pot
scrubber.

>TAKE
[the adapter plug)
Taken.
>EXAMINE IT
The adapter seems designed to fit nineprong plugs into five-prong outlets.

Mets and against Richard Nixon .
A few historians of interactive fiction
think that Meretzky 's first job, packing
nuts and bolts for his father's hardware
business, was the formative moment of his
writing career. A few other people think

that there's absolute ly no connection. Most
people don't think about it at all.
Meretzky arrived at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in September of
1975 to pursue a career in architecture.
MIT's Department of Architecture

convinced Meretzky that he sbould pursue
a career in Construction Management.
Following his unexpected graduation ,
several construction finns convinced
Meretzky that he should pursue a career as
a game tester for lnfocom. Finally, by
1982. Marc Blank had convinced Meretzky
that he should pursue a career as an author
of interactive fiction ("implementor" in
lnfocom lingo).
Planetfall is Meretzky 's first work of
interactive fiction. Along with lnfocom 's
Dave Lebling, Meretzky is the first person
admitted to the Science Fiction Writers of
America for authoring interactive fiction .
While at Infocom. a hean-wanning
inter-office romance blossomed between
Steve and the Sales Department's Elizabeth Rock. Married since September of
1985, Steve and Betty have one child.
Daniel.
Other works of interactive fiction by
Steve Merctzky :
Sofferer' ( 1984)

The• Hirchhikl'r' s Guide

>AFT.AFT.PLUG THE ADAPTER INTO
THE SOCKET.PLUG THE CORD INTO
THE ADAPTER .
Main Hallway, Sector L

To

the• Ga lax\""'

( 1984) (with Dougla s Adams )
·
A Mimi Forel'er Voyaging '" ( 19K5)
Ll'ather Gmlcle.\·,\·c·x of Plmhos ·· ( 1986 )
Swtimifall'" ( 1987)

Director's Office
Sitting on the desk is a portable computer.
Done.
Done .

>READ
[What do you want to read?)
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About the Author
Steve Meretzky ( 1957- ) was born and
mised in Yonkers, NY , where his early
hobbies included rooting for the New York
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SECTION II:
ABOUT INFOCOM'S
INTERACTIVE FICTION
An Overview: What is
interactive fiction?
interacti ve fiction is a story in which you
are the main characte r. Each interactive
story. such as P/a11etfal/, presents you w ith
a series of locations, items, characters, and
events. You can affect the direction of the
story by moving from place to place, using
the obj ects you find, and interacting with
the other characters.
An important element of interactive
ficti on is puzzle-solving. Think of a locked
door or a ferocious beast not as a permanent obstacle, but merely as a pu zzle to be
tackled. (Find the key that unlocks the
door, or figure out what tune will charm
and tame that beast.)
In Pla11etfall , time passes only in
response to your input. Nothing happens
until you type a sentence and press the
RETURN (or ENTER) key, so you can plan
your turns as slowly and carefully as you ·
want.
In the story. time is kept in millichrons.
the galactic standard. A thousand millichrons make up one chron, and ten chrons
make up one day. In addition to keeping
track of the time, Planetfall measures your
progress by giving you a score. You'll get
points for solving puzzles and for reaching
new locations. A perfect score of 80 is
your goal; making sure you have fun
getting there is ou rs.

Starting and Stopping
Starti1111 the story: To load Planetfal/,
follow the instructions in the
relevant section in ihe manual.

On your screen. you will see a descrip-

tion of the opening locati on of the story,
Deck Five, followed by the prompt (>),
indicating that Planetfall is waiting for

your first inpul.
Here are a few inputs for you to try at
the first several prompts. After typing each
input, don '1 forget to hit the RETURN (or
ENTER) key.

>INVENTORY
>EXAMINE THE PATROL UNIFORM
>WALK STARBOARD,
>DROP THE CHRONOMOTER
You should now have a feel for interacting
Nith the story. You decide what to do next.
-·
·
Saving and restoring: Ii will probably
take you several days to complete
Planetfall. Using the SAVE feature, you
can continue the story-.1 a later time
without having to start ove~ from the
beginning, just as you can place a bookmark in a book you are reading, Even if
you aren't about to S\OP playing, it's useful
to SAVE before (or after) trying something
dangerous or tricky. That way, even if you
get lost or "killed" in the story. you can
return to your saved position.
To save your place, type SAVE at the
prompt(>), and then press RETURN (or
ENTER). Then follow ihe instructions for
saving and restoring in the relevant section.

Some computers require a blank
SAVE disk, initialized and formatted.
Using a disk with data on it (other than
Planetfal/ saves) may result in the loss of
that data, depending on your computer.
You can save your position as often as you
like by using additional blank disks.
·
An_y tome you want to return lo a saved
position, JUSt type RESTORE at the promp~
(>),and hit_RETURN (~r ENTER). Then
follow the mstrucuons m the relevant ·
section. You can then continue the story
from your save. You can type LOOK for a

description of where you are.

Qui11i11g and restartinK: If you want to
start over from the beginning, type
RESTART and press the RETURN (or
ENTER) key. (This is usually faster than
re-booting.) Planetfall wi ll ask you to
confinn thi s command.
If you want to stop entirely. type QUIT
and press RETURN (or ENTER) . Once
again. Planetfall will ask 10 make sure this
is really what you want to do.
Remember: when yo u RESTART or
QUIT, you must SAVE if you want to be
ab le to return 10 your current point in the
sto ry.
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.Communicating with Infoconfs
Interactive Fiction
°iQ Planetfal/, you type .your com mands in
plain English each time you see the prompt
·(>).Planetfall usually acts as.if your cominands begin with.'.'! want to ... ," altJlough
you.shouldn ' t actuall y t}'pe those words.
You can-use words like THE if you ~a:11r.
and ~ou can use capital letters if you want;
Planetfal/ doesn't care ~itlfer way. · :
When you _h~ye finishi;d 1yping your
input, press t!je RETURN (or ENTER) ~ey.
Ptaretfall will -then respo_na, _tell!ng·you
whether.your request is possible at this
point in the story.11nd what happened as a
result. .
·'·· ·
'
Planetfal/ recognizes your words by
their first nine letters, and all subsequent
letters. are ignored. For example, .Planetfall
would not be able to distinguish between
DEMONSTRAtion, DEMONSTAAtive,.and
DEMONSTRAtor.
To move around, just type the direction
you want to go. Directions can be
abbreviated: NORTH to N, SOUTH to S,
EAST to E, WEST to W, NORTHEAST to
· NE, NORTHWEST to NW, SOUTHEAST to
~- SE, SOUTHWEST to SW, UP to U, a.nd
DOWN to D. IN and OUT will also work in
- cert~in places. '
. Planetfall understands many djfferent
·. kinds of sentences. Here are examples,
·. using objects and characters that don't
actually appear in P/anetfall:
·
.. >WALK TO THE NORTH

>WEST .
">NE
,
>DOWN
>TAKE METEORITE
>OPEN THE HATCH
>READ MANUAL
>LOOK UNDER THE OPERATING TABLE
>LIE DOWN IN THE AC CELERATION
.
.
COUCH
>EXAMINE THE SHINY LASER RIFLE
>PliT POWER PACK IN RIFLE
>SHOW MY ANTENNAE TO THE ALIEN
AMBASSADOR
>S.HOOT THE MENACING ALIEN WITH
. THE SHINY LASER RIFLE
>ASK THE SENTIENT CRAB ABOUT THE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
..

You can use multiple objects with certain
verbs if you separate them by the word
AND or by a comma. Some examples:
>TAKE THE MEGAFUSE AND THE
TANGERINE
>DROP THE BOTILE OF ARGON , THE
SPOON, AND THE LEMMING FOOD
>PUT THE MATIER AND THE ANTI·
MATIER IN THE BOX

You can include several inputs on one line
if you separate them by the word THEN or
by a period . Each input will handled in
order. as though you had typed them
individually at separate prompts. For
example, yo u could type all of the following at once, before pressing the RETURN
(or ENTER) key:
>PUSH THE BUTION . ENTER THE
SPACE SCOOTER THEN SHUT THE
HATCH

>WHAT IS A GRUE ?
>WHERE IS FUSSBUDGET?

When yo u meet intelligent c rearures in
Planetfall, you can talk to them by typing
their n3J11e, then a comma, then whatever
you want to say 10 them. Here are some
exampl es:
>ZEKE, HELLO
>C APTAIN MEASEL, TELL ME ABOUT
THE ASTEROID
>UNCLE OTIO, GIVE ME YOUR WALLET
>PLATO, WHERE IS THE CREW?
>BOY, RUN HOME THEN CALL POLICE
>GALACTIC OVERLORD, PICK UP THAT
PLANETOID. EAT IT
Notice that in the last two examples, you
are givi ng th e character more than one
command on the same input line. Keep in
mind, however, that many creatures don't
care for id le chatte r; your actions will
speak louder than yo ur words.

I f Planetfall doesn't understand one of the

sentences on your input line, or if an
unu sual even t occ urs. ii will ignore 1he resl
of your input line.
The words IT and ALL can be very
useful. For example:
>EXAMINE THE OXYGEN TANK. TAKE
IT. PUT IT ON.
>TUAN ON THE HYPERSPATIAL
COMPUTER . PROGRAM IT. TUAN IT
OFF.
>PICK UP THE ENERGY TABLET. SMELL
IT. SWALLOW IT.
>TAKE ALL
>TAKE ALL TOOLS
>DROP ALL TOOLS EXCEPT THE
WRENCH AND THE PHOTON SPANNER
>TAKE ALL FROM THE CARTON
>PUT ALL IN THE POCKET OF THE
JUMPSUIT
>GIVE ALL BUT THE BATIERY TO THE
BROKEN CYBORG
The word ALL refers to every vis ible object
except those inside something el se. If there

were an apple on 1he ground and an orange
inside a cabinet, TAKE ALL would take the
apple but not the orangy.
There are two kinds of questions that
Planetfall understands: WHERE IS
(something) and WHAT IS (something).
For example:

Planetfall tries to guess your intention
w hen you g ive incomplete informatio n.
When it does so. it wi ll tell you. For
example:
>UNLOCK THE CON TROL PANEL
(with the key)
The panel is now unlocked .
or
>SHOOT THE SEVEN-HEADED PURPLE
ALIEN
(with the seven-headed purple alien gun)
A boll ol energy vaporizes one ol the
alien's heads . Unfortunately, it continues to
advance. and there isn't a six-headed
purple alien gun in sight.
If your command is ambiguous, Planetfal/

will ask yo u to c larify. You can answer
these questions simply by supplying the

mi ssing information at the very next
prompt. For example:
>SHOW THE HOLOGRAM
Who do you want to show the hologram to ?
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>THE BUG-EYED MONSTER
The monster lakes one look al the holo·
gram Of lhe slime pits of its homeworld, has
an acute attack of homesickness, and ru ns
ott in search of a travel agent.
or
>GIVE THE MELON TO THE ALIEN
Which melon do you mean, the honeydew
melon or the moldy Venusian melon ?
>MOLDY
The alien, gralelul for such a delicious
homeworld delicacy, gives you its lime
travel bell.

Special Commands
Below are explanations for a number of
useful one-word commands. In many
cases, these will not count as a tum. Type
the command after the prompt(>) and press
the RETURN (or ENTER) key.
AGAIN - This will repeat your previous
input. For instance, typing SHOOT THE
LASER AT THE RADIUM-POWERED
ROBOT then typing AGAIN would be like
trying to kill the robot twice in a row. You
can abbreviate AGAIN to G.
BRIEF ·. This command tells Planetfall to
fully describe a location only the first time
you enter it. On subsequent visits, Planetfal/ will tell you only the name of the
location and any objects present. Planetfall
Will begin in BRIEF mode, and remain in
BRIEF mode unless you use the VERBOSE
or SUPERBRIEF commands.
SUPERBRIEF tells Planetfall to display
only the name of a place you have entered,
ev.en if you have never been there before.
In this mmle, Planetfal/ will not even
mentiOft which objects are present. Of
course, you can always get a full description of }'Our location and the items there by
typing LOOK. In SUPERBRIEF mode, the
blank line between turns will be eliminated. This mode is meant for players who
are al~y familiar with the geography.
The VERBOSE command tells Planetfal/
that you want a complete description o(
each location, and the objects in it, every
time you enter a location, even if you've
been there before.
DIAGNOSE - Planetfal/ will give you a
report of your physical co~ditlon.

mMi-rsonly
HINT· If you have difficulty while playing
the story , and you can't figure out what to
do, just type HINT. Then follow the
directions at the top of your screen to read
the hint of your choice.
INVENTORY - P/anetfal/ will list what you
are carrying and wearing. You can
abbreviate INVENTORY to I.
LOOK - This will give you a full description of your location. You can abbreviate
LOOK to L.

OOPS· If you mistype a word, such that
Planetfall doesn ' t understand it, you can
correct yourself at the next prompt by
typing OOPS and the correct word. For
example, if you typed HAND THE CHAIN
SAW TO GARNDMA and were told "[I don 't
know the word 'garndma']" you could type
OOPS GRANDMA rather than retyping the
entire sentence.
QUIT • This lets you stop. If you want to
save your position before quitting, follow
the instructions in the "Starting and
Stopping" section . You can
abbreviate QUIT to Q.
RESTART· This stops the story and starts
it over from the beginning.
RESTORE - This restores a previously
saved position. See "Starting and Stopping" / for more details.
SAVE· This puts a "snapshot" of your
current position on your storage disk. You
can return to a saved position in the future
using the RESTORE command. See
·
"Starting and Stopping" for
more details.
SCRIPT· This command tells your printer
to begin making a transcript of the story. A
transcript may aid your memory, but is not
necessary, and will work only on cenain
computers. Read the relevant section for
details.
SUPERBRIEF - This command tells
Planetfal/ to give you the sparsest leve l of
description. See BRIEF above.
TIME -This will give you the current time
in the story.
UNSCRIPT • This tells your printer to stop
making a transcript.
VERBOSE - This command tells Planetfal(
to give you the wordiest level of description. See BRIEF above.

WAIT - Causes time in the story to pass.
Since nothing happens until you type a
sentence and press RETURN (or ENTER) ,
you could leave your computer, take a trip
to Rigel Seven, then return to the story to
find that nothing has changed. You can use
WAIT to make time pass in the story
without doing anything. For example, if
you met an alien robot, you might WAIT to
see if it will say anyth ing; if you were
aboard a moving space scooter, you might
WAIT to see where it goes. You can
abbreviate WAIT to Z.

Tips for Novices
I. Draw a map. It should include each
location, the connections to adjoining
locations, and any interesting objects there.
Remember, there are 10 possible direction s
(NORTH, SOUTH , EAST, WEST, NORTHEAST, NORTHWEST,. SOUTHEAST,
SOUTHWEST, IJP, and DO\i.IN) plus IN
and OUT.

Thus, you discover that maybe giving
something more edible to the lion (that
slab of raw meat?) might save your leg.

7. There are many possible routes to the
end of Planetfal/. If you get stuck on one
puzzle. move on to another. Some puzzles
have more than one solution; other puzzles
don't need to be solved at all. Sometimes
you wi ll have to solve one puzzle in order
to obtain the item(s) or information you
need to solve another puzzle.

'{
.L

2. EXAMINE all o bjects you ~ome across in
·
the story.

5. Read the story carefully' There are often
clues in the descriptions of location s and
objects.
6. 'fry everything you can think of~ even
strange or dangerous actions are fun and
"'ay·provide clues.; you can always save
Y9!" position first. Here 's a silly example:
>O:IVE THE BASKETBALL TO THE LION
Tht1 lion takes an experimental bite out of
the basketball but spits it out. It continues
to gnaw on your leg.

IBM users only
9. If you really have difficulty, you can
type HINT. The screen will then show· you
a -list of questions to which you can ge_t
answers. (Simply follow the directions at
the top qf your screen to see the hint Of
your choice.) You don't need to use the
hints to ertjoy the story, but it will make
solving the puzzles easier.
I 0 .. Read the sample transcript to
get a feel for how interactive fiction works.

3. TAKE as much things as y_ou can carry.
Most objects that you find are important
for solving .the puzzles that you' ll run into.
4. SAVE your place often, so that 1f you
mess up or get "ki lled," you wdn't have to
start over from the beginning.

8. Play Planetfal/ with a friendr As the
dual-brained worms of Nebulon are fond
of saying, "Two heads are better than one."

l

11 . You can word a command in different
ways. For example. to make a wish. you
co uld type in any of the following:
>DROP THE COIN DOWN THE WISHING
WELL
>TOSS THE COIN INTO THE WELL
>PUT COIN IN WELL
If you type a sentence" ihat P/aneifal/
doe sn't understand. try.rephrasing it or
using syncmyms. If Planerfall sti ll doesn ·1
understand. you ' re probably tryi ng
something that isn "t important for completing the story.

Common Complaints
P/anetfal/ will complain if your input
confuses it completely. Planetfal/ would
then ignore any further sentences on your
input line. (Certain events, such as being
attacked, will also cause P/anetfall to
ignore any add itional sentences on your
input line. si nce the event may have
changed your situation drastically.) Some
of Planetfa//'s complaints:
I don't know the word "
".That
word is not in the story 's vocabulary.
Using a synonym or rephrasing may help;
more likely, you're just barking up the
wrong tree. Planetfal/ recognizes over 600
words, all that you .need to use and most .
that you 're likely to use. However,
P/anetfal/ uses many words in its descriptions that it will 'flot recognize in your
inputs. Thus, you might read , "The moon .
casts violet shadows· across the crater" but
discover that Ptdnetfall doesn't understand
the words MOON or SHADOW or CRATER
in your input. When thi s happens, you can
assume that you dQn 't need to-refer tO
those things to com plele the story; they are
only there to create a more vivid image of
your lqcation.
You used the word "_ _ _ _"in a way
that I don't un<!erstand. Planetfal/ knows
the word but couldn't use it in that sense.
Usually this is because Planetfal/ knows it
as a different part of speech. For example,
if you typed GO TO THE LOWER LEVEL,
you are using LOWER as an adjective, but
Planetfal/ might know LOWER only as a
verb, as in LOWER THE WINDOW
SHADE.
.
There was no verb In that seni~nce!
Uh less yoU are answering a question. eaC:h
sentence must have a verb (ot one of the
special commands). Among the most
important verbs that Planetfal/ understands
are TAKE, DROP, PUT, GIVE , LOOK,
READ , EXAM INE, OPEN , CLOSE ,
ENTER . EXIT, EAT and WEAR . There are
many more. Remember: you can use a

variety of prepositions with your verbs.
(For example. LOOK can become LOOK
AT, LOOK INSIDE, LOOK BEHIND , LOOK
UNDER , LOOK THROUGH , and so on.)
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There seems to be a noun missing in
that sentence. This usually means your
sentence was incomplete, such as EAT
THE BLUE or PUT THE BOOK IN THE .
There were too many nouns In that
sentence. An example is CARVE MY
INITIALS ON THE TREE WITH THE
KNIFE, which has three noun " phrases,"
one more than Planetfal/ can digest in a
single action.
I beg your pardon? You pressed the
RETURN (or ENTER) key without typing
anything.
You can't see any _ _ _ _ here I The
object you referred to was not visible. It
may be somewhere else, or i t may be
present but. in a closed <;ontainer.
The oth•r object[s) tl)at yo.u mentioned
Isn't (aren't) here. You referred to several
objects in the same sentence, and al least
one wasn't visible.
You can't use multiple [in)c;tlrect objects
with"_ _ _ _". You can use multiple
objects (tbat is, nouns ·or noun phrases
separated' by AND or a comma) or the word
ALL only with certain verbs, such as TAKE,
DROP, and PUT. For example, EXAMINE
will not work with multiple objects; you
couldn't say EXAMINE ALL or EXAMINE
THE "BOWL AND THE SWORD.
That sentence Isn't one I recognize. The
syntax (sentence structure) y9u used is not
among the 300 or so syntaxes that
Planetfall understands. For example, SIT
UNDER THE TREE and SKIP AROUND
THE MAYl>OLE ai;e syntaxes thl(t wouldn 't
be recognized by P/anetfall. There 's a
limited· amounl of space in the program, so
syntaxes that are less common or not
useful aren ' t included. Try rephrasing the
sen te hce.

Running the Story on Your Computer
This tells you how to run your lnfocom story on your computer. and

provides a few olhcr handy bits of information.

WHAT YOU NEED

A

IBM PC AND COMPATIBLES
Required - computer running MS-DOS (version 2.0 or higher)
192 kbytcs or RAM
blank disk or hard disk (for your play di sk)
Optional - primer (for ·sCRIPTing)
blank formatted disk (for SA VEs)
ATARI ST
Required - Atari ST series computer
Optional - blank 3.5"' disks (for SAVEs) compatible printer (for
SCRIPTing)
COMMODORE AMIGA
Required - Amiga compulcr
Optional - 256 K memory expansion cartridge (for faster execution)
extra 3.5" double-sided disks (for SA VEs)
compatible printer (for SCRIPTing)

to make disk copies. Put the original away in a safe place and always use

the copy as your regular play disk.

LOADING THE STORY
IBM PC
One Drive or Two Drive System
1. Jnsen the play disk (this is the disk you made in the previous section)
in drive A or your only drive) and tum on the computer.
2. Press <RETIJRN> twice or until you are at the DOS drive prompt(>).

Al Lhis point you might also want to use one or more of lhe optionaJ

command line switches (see section on Command Options - switches)
that are available.
4. Press <RE'n.JRN>. In a few moments the Story will begin. If it fails

the

original story disk.

3. Type in t.he ti~e oft.he story (e.g., ZORK) or t.he first eight letters of
iL Do not include spaces between two word Lilies
(e.g.,HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY would be
HITCHH£K). At this point you might also wanr to use one or more of ·
the command line switches that are available.
4 . Press <RETIJRN>
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We recommend that you make a backup copy of the original story disk
for your personal use. Sec your hardware manual for ins1.ructions on how

3. Type in t.he title of your story (for example ZORK) ot t.he first eight
letters of it. Do not include spaces between two word titles (e.g .•
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY would be HITCHHIK).

· : .- •

'

· •

•

i·

MAKING A BACKUP COPY

to appear consult the Troubleshooting section.
Hard-Drive System
1. Turn on the computer.
2. Connect to the directory into which you copied the files from

ATARI ST
M VINGIRESTORING A STORY POSITIQ.N - . •
Turn on your Atari ST and wait for the deskiop "?.appear. Insert· the .,-~' '', -Yo.ii cap save .yourc,wrents~ J?OSi~o1iioiini<!isk "in any dii"f. •. .,
story Qi~ and open the di sk window. Click once will). !.he.mouse.CJ" the ~ [. •.'· spaarjienniUing. Noot.her flala on fho sa~e disli will be affected. Yoo
prograni{.PRG) icon to select i~ t.hcn ~hoo~e _OPl;_N from _t.he;_Filc. nien)lf _,' •·J)lust use a ~reviously formatted sa'-je disk. •~ .
·
"A standard shortctit is to double-click oq "the progrlim icon.
COMMODOREAMIGA
..•
. _.. ;.r" isMPC ·. - .
_.
· Turn on the Affiiga and waii fort.he Worklieneh to appeai. Insert t.he ~.
i. Type: S""VE <llETU'RN>. Ariie8sage v.:!l! apPeal" sitililar to t.his: :f- ··.
· ·
th ·
·
·- Entersavcfilename.(DefoultisA:STORY.SAV): : ·_,..,.,, .· •. •·
story Jlisk and 6pen the disk window, t.hen do~ble-click ?~ e story icon:- ~ :.·
Enter new Id~ ~ame (legal DOS please) ;.,,use t.hede.'fauft provided. ;.'
The slQly ciin also be started from within the Command line - · .
-.,
Jnierpretei (CU). If~ defaulnlnve anddirectory are nqt.th.: same as lhe· ~· · . c.• - You m!ll' a1so·j;p<;cify a new default drive a.1'>ng with the file' nal!lc'."lf. '
n~ drive is'~ificd"in the default message,~ ylju ddA'l°s'peeify ore.'~
"stories, they must be changed wit.h"the "CD' ·tommand (lor,example; CD •.
dn:) Then type in the~tory name: .
.
'
"the s .... wlll t>c madc"to the drive yoii are cprrtntlyusing. lf you~
• '
.• l\'USC~defaultjusipress<RE'JYRN>. :.. ; ,
.- · _. ··!
·-·;.·
_- "When the s.ave is finish~ the" •!Ory will rpspohd wit.h a.messag~suc;h
TAL~G ·T"OTI;IESTORY
.. ~.
'·; as COMPLETED. Ir"it responds Wiih FAILED, cons~lt the .
··
When.ever you see t.hc (>) prompt, t.he s'iorr is waitin~ ~or. you to entei ·
•· Troubleshooting"section.
:
~ ·.· . '
• · •
a command. If you make a mistake use t.he backspace key to erase t.he · ·
·. "Initial default file-name (t.he one displ~yed the firs( time you iype
error. After you have typed your command,.press <RETURN>. The story
SAVE) is always "STORY".SAV. Whenever you ente.r a new file
will respond and the prompt(>) will reappear.
·
.
-·
name, it becomes yo\ir default if the ~iA VE ~ucceeds. Foiyoi.r ·Jf a descnpuon will not not fit on the screen all at once. [MOR!'! will • ·
convenience, SA VE an~ RESTORE share t.he same defaults.
appear at t.he bottom oft.he screen. After readi~g the screen, press any key
A_"l'ARI ST
to s~ ~e rest of the description.
USing a Siogl~ Drive
. · ·
.
· ·
·
THE STATUS LINE
•
Type SA VE at t.he prompt{>). The standard Atari ST dialog box for
· . , .
selecting ftles will be displayed. The directory in which yoiir save y;iO be
.
: At \he top oft.he screen IS"!' "'ell reserved fort.he status line .. This area : •' •stored (including drive identifier) "l'JlC8l'S near the top of t.hc Jiox. • .
IS used to d1Splay your present locauo~ m t.he story and 11 IS updated after ~,
.: If you want to SA vf:. ~ t.he sutj.disk. itself, simply choo~ a file
each move. The sta~us .Ime may: al~ d~pl.ay (dependmg on the 8C1;"1C)
~ __ name u'rl'der which ID save yoUr i)o~ition and type 1t mto the selection area.
var~ous other_typeS of mfonnauon mcludmg score. total m9ves, um_e, or .
It IS not neCeS°sary lO iYJX( ".SAvr: 8fter the namC: th!s..IS added
~. character aur1butes: .
autoinatically. :·
.. .
. . .
· _,
.. .
. ..To use a differenT save disk:, remove.the story diSk from the drive and "·:.
SCRIPTING
inshrt the ~e~ di'sk. 1MP6RTANT:. You must Click with lhe mouie On µie
You can use the SCRIPT command t.O print out a tran.~ript of your
shaded " ~tie .bar" area of the lilnei directol}I window to. display t.he directory
mo"ves in the story. The SCRIPT function is an opticinal featwe which.is
of .the new disk."
•
·
"not necessiiry to complete t.he story and may not be avaiiable wit.h .certain
. After typing in t.he file name, click on.I.he OK bu.uon, or press t.he
hardware. The transcript can be started at any point during t.he game.
RETIJRN key. If you want to cancel the save operation, click on the
CANCEL button. The disk drive will spin for several seconds, and if all is
Scripting Procedurt
well, the story will eveniualfy.resPond:·
·'
Check to see if yoiir printer is ready and has paper, tlien type: SCRIPT -. '
OK
· '
·
'
<RETURN>. Amessage wiU appear asking you whet.her you wo!'1d like: . · '·If it responds:
to SCRIPT to a printer or to a file. if you want to use a prin~ just press
.· FAil.ED
<RETIJRN>.
. .•.
~nsult I.he Trobbleshooting section. Aftet saving Y<?ur story position, yoo
IBM PC .ONLY - To save the trailscript to a disk file, enter a legal DOS
may continue the story. ·
ftle name and press <RETURN>. Remember, there is no 011,tput to t.he
printer, when you eloct to write the tran~ript to a disk fil~.
Using Multiple Drives
.
COMMODORE AMIGA ONLY - If a problem occurs wit.h the
• If your save 4islc is in a diff~nt drive froin the story disk, the save ·
printer, t.he story will ' bmcout" (appear to hang) for 30 seconds or so, .
: procedure is identical to usihg a single drjVe ex.c:Cpt that you must identify
t.hcn a printer error message will appear. If you don't correct ihe problem · ·., t.he seeond drive by changing t.he dircetory specification (t.he li!'e near t.he
before t.he 30 seconds are up, scripting is automatically cancelled.
top.of th<,-dialog box). When t.he dialog box appears. edil t.he directory '
To stop t.he II1lnScript type.UNSCRIPT.
specification so that the drive letter CQrresponds to the drive containing
your ,savC1lisk. IMPORTANT: You must click with the mquse anywhere
INSIDE t.he inner"directory window to display t.he directory of the save
.I,
disk.
·
-

.

..·
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TROUBLESHOOTiNG

The following keys are useful for editing items in the file selection

If the story fails lo load properly, or SAVE/RESTORE or SCRIP'f fails,
check each of the following items.

box:

- up and down cursor keys - select item to ediL
- left and right cursor keys - position cursor within item.

2. "DISK FAILED" ~r "DISK READ ERROR." This reply indicaies
either hardware trouble or disk damage. Repeat the $VERIFY process
several times. Also tty SVERIFY on another computer. lf·the story
ever replies "DISK CORRECT", the data is intacl If you repeatedly

- backspace and delete keys - erase the character before or after the

IBM PC

get an internal error message on more than one computer, the disk has

cursor.

1. Make sure all connections on your computer are plugged in, connected
pfoperly, and that all power switches art turned on.
2. Make sure all disks are inserted correctly and that all drive doors are

most lilcely been damaged.

- ESC key - erase the whole item.

Restoring a Saved Story Position
To return to a previously saved story position, type RESTORE at the

closed.
3. Inspect all disks for any visible damage.
4. For SAVE problems, make sure the Save disk is not write-protccted.
Also, make sure the disk has enough room for a Save file (approx. 35k
per Save) and that it has been formatted properly. As a last resort, ll)' a
different disk.

prompt(>). A standard dialog box will appear, showing a list of your

saved positions on the indicarcd disk. If there are more save files on lhe
disk than will fit in the window, the scroll bar becomes active. If you want
to restore from a different disk, change disks as described in Section on
SA VlNG . Click once over the name of the position you want to restore,
then click on the OK buuon, or press the RETIJRN key. If you want to
cancel the restore operation, ditk on the CANCEL button.

COMMODORE AMIGA
I . Inspect all disks carefully for any visible damage.
2. For SA VEs, make sure the save disk is not wriie-protected (the small
opening in the comer of the disk should be covered).
3. For SCRIP'fing, make sure the prinier is connected properly, enabled
for printing, not out of paper etc.
4. Try again; the problem may only be momentary.

Other Switches
/p - If SCRIP'fing to the printer isn't working well, type UNSCRIP'f,
SA VE your position, and quit the story. Then reload the story using the /p
swileh and tty SCRIP'fing again.

ff - Disables the UNDO feature in stories that use it This switch is
useful on machines with 256 kbytcs or less of memory in the sense that it
frees some memory (but disables a useful feature) thereby giving you
somewhat faster game play. The UNOO feature is automatically disabled if
there is not enough memory to support iL Machines with more than 256k
will have enough memory to load the entire game with the UNOO feature,

You can check to see if your game is damaged by using the $VERIFY
Command.
Type: $VERIFY at the story prompt(>) and press <RETIJRN>. If
your story is cum:ntly frozen (ie. you are unable to type from the
keyboard) you will have to reboot the disk, restart the story, and then type
SVERIFY.
After you successfully issue the $VERIFY command the disk will spin

COMMODORE AMI GA
1. Type SAVE at the prompt(>). A message will appear asking you to

choose a name for the save file.
2. If you want to SA VE to the story disk itself, just enter a file name and
press RETIJRN.
3. If you want to SA VE to another disk, you must pre fix the file name
with either the name of the second disk (e.g., Saves:) or the name of

for approximately a minute and then a message, similar lO one of the
following will appear:
GOOD - The disk has not been damaged and the data is intacL If you are
having problems, they arc most likely hardware related. It is also possible
that there is a bug in the program.
NO GOOD - This indicates that the data on the disk is damaged. Repeal
the $VERIFY procedure several times. If possible, repeal the $VERIFY

the drive containing it (e.g. , dffi:). The prefix is needed even if the two
disks were swapped using a single drive. If the save succeeds, lhe prefix
becomes the default prefix, and need not be typed again for the next

save.

procedure on another computer. If the game ever replies positively, the data
is intact and you must look elsewhere for any problems you are
encountering.

The disk drive will spin for several seconds. If all is well, the story will
respond:
OK
If it responds:
FAILED

All disk and prinier errors are handled within the story. if you

encounter an error message you will be given the option to A (abon) or R
(retry). In most cases choosing Abort will not throw you out of the game

consult the Troubleshooting sect.ion. After saving your position, you may
continue with the story.
NOTE: The file "Jeon.Data" is used to creaie icons for new save ftles. If
you delete this file , new save files will not have visible icons.

and cause you to lose your position. However, if you get an error message

If the story "produces an error message, run the following procedure:
Restart the story. When the initial screen appears. type $VERIFY and
press the RETIJRN key. The disk drive will spin for a minute or so, and a
message similar to one of the following will appear.
I. "DISK CORRECT." The disk has not been damaged; the data is
intacL This may indicate a problem with your hardware (usually with
the disk drive). It is also possible the story contains a bug.
2. "DISK FAILED" or "DISK READ ERROR.' "This reply indi~
either hardware trouble or disk damage. Repeat the $VERIFY process
several times. Also tty the $VERIFY process on another compuier. If
the story ever replies "DISK CORRECT," the problem is in your
hardware. If you repealedly get an error message on more than one
computer, the disk has most likely been damaged.

in which case the speedup is negligible.

/k - allows you to specify how much memory the story can use in
kbytes. (e.g., /k128) Normally it uses as much as it can gel This switch
might be useful if you think that the story is affecting or being affecled by

other memory resident programs that you have loaded.

COLOUR DISPLAY· ATARI ST ONLY
If you are using a colour monitor, you can change the colours used in
the display. Al the prompt(>). hold down the SH!Ff key and use the four

cursor keys to cycle through the available combinations.
If you are using a monochrome monitor, you can reverse the video in
the same way.

AMIGA PREFERENCES·

COMMAND OPTIONS (switches)· IBM PC ONLY
You may issue command options, by using switches, when you load
the story. The switches allow you to tell the story extra infonnation about
the hardware· you are using and how you want the story to be displayed on

your computer's screen.
Switches are entered at the same time and on the same line as the story
title when you load the story. They are all entered in the form "title" I

AMIGA ONLY
Several aspects of the story presenlation can be changed using the
Amiga Preferences tool, including iext size ((J() or 80 columns) and colour.
The size can be changed only before tlic story is started. You also use
Preferences to specify your type of printer and the port to which it is
connected. The Amiga supports both parallel and serial devices.

MEMORY USAGE AND MULi-TASKING

when the game is either Restoring or reading information from the disk (a
probable indication of a damaged disk) choosing Abort will throw you
back into DOS. In this case consult the section on Troubleshooting.

command (e.g. !IlTCHHIK/r <RETIJRN>) with a space between the story
title and the /.

Restoring a Saved Story Position
You can return to a previously saved story position at any time. Type
RESTORE at the prompt (>). The most recently saved or restored position
will be displayed as the dcfaulL Then enter the name of a save file, as in

ATARI ST
l. Inspect all disks carefully for any visible damage.
2. For SCRIP'fing, make sure the prinler is connected properly, enabled

Display Switches
In most cases, your story will be displayed in the most efficient and

hiding windows can temporarily require large amounts of memory.

aeslhe.tic manner posib1e. However, because of numerous types of hardware

When the lnfocom story loads, it will always leave a specified amount
of memory free. The default minimum amount is 64 Kbytes. This can be

Section on SA YING .
If you want to return to the default position, you can just press the
RETIJRN key.

3. Try again: the problem may only be only momentary.

for printing, not out out of paper. etc.
If you continue to experience problems, follow this procedure.
Reboot the diskette. When the initial screen is displayed, type $VERIFY
at the prompt. The disk drive will spin for a minuie or less and one of the
following messages will appear.
I. "DISK CORRECT." The disk-has not been damaged and the data is
intacL The problem may be with your hardware, probably the disk
drive. It is also possible the program contains a bug.
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Here is a list of switches which you may use.

configurations and the different graphics characteristics of each story plus
your own wants in terms of how the story display should look, you might
tty the following options:

/c . selects colour output provided colour compatibility and a colour
monitor are available. The /c switch also allows you to select foreground
and background colours afier the switch (e.g., /c71 gives while on blue,
which is the default). Refer to the system documentation for numbers to
use.

/m - prohibits colour input. This is the default on machines without
colour capability.

·AMIGAONLY
On a multi-la.<king computer such as the Amiga, tasks must share the
available memory. Some tasks may require that a certain amount of free

memory be available at all times. Also, actions like opening, resizing and

changed by starting the story from the CL! with a special argument of the

form "F/n," where n is the new minimum number of bytes to leave free
(for example, Z.Ork F/32000). If yoo supply an argumen~ memory use
statistics will be displayed when the story loads.
You may need to increase the amowtt of free memory if, for example,

you are running several lasks and switching between them fails or causes
the system to hang. On the other hand, you can probably decrease free
memory if you are running only the story. Tbis may reduce or eliminate
disk activity on versions of the Amiga with limited memory.

Quick Reference Guide

lnFOCOR\

I . To start the story ("'boot up"). see the
relevant section.

NOW THE ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR IMAGINATION

--FROM--

2. When you see the prompt (> ) on your
screen, P/anetfal/ is waiting for your i nput.

MJ\STERTRONiC

There are fo ur kinds of sentences or
commands th at Planetfall understands:

Classic lnfocom Interactive fiction is back - at an irresistable price.
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY - Written by Douglas Adams, the author of the radio series, book and
TV series of the same name, this is the most mind-bogglingly hilarious game ever produced by lnfocom. Mr
Adams wrote new material and designed problems specially for this interactive story, which follows the plot of the
original (with one or two deliiations I), As the story begins, you are Arthur Dent, and a bulldozer is about to level
your house. Grab a pint of bitter and join Ford Prefect, Trillian, Zaphod Beeblebrox and Marvin The Paranoid
Android on a cosmic jaunt into the regions where anything can - and does - happen. And don't forg et your towel!

A. Directions: To mo ve from place to
place, just type the direc ti on you want to
go: NORTH , SOUTH , EAST, WEST,
NORTHEAST, NORTHWEST , SOUTHEAST, SOUTHWEST, UP, DOWN, IN, or
OUT.

B. Actions: Just type what you want to do.
Some examples: READ THE BOOK or
OPEN TH E DOOR or LOOK TH ROUGH
THE WI NDOW or GIVE THE BALL ·TO
THE CAT. M ore complex sentences are

ZORK I ·The great underground empire beckons you into a world fraught with danger and discovery. Using all
the cunning you can muster, you'll plunge far below the surface of the earth in search of the incomparable
treasures of Zork. In this, the original lnfocom adventu re, you'll come face to face with creatures so outlandish
they defy description. And you 'll wander through an underground domain so vast, with so many twists and turns,
that it will offer you new surprises no matter how many times you explore it.

described in "Comm unicating with
lnfoco m ' s Interactive Fiction".

C. Commands to other charac ters: T alk to
characters in the story by typin g their

WISHBRINGER - A postal clerk in the seaside village of Festerton , you set out to deliver an envelope to Ye Olde
Magici< Shoppe. Familiarity reigns until an old woman in the shop persuades you to help find her kidnapped cat.
Then your world takes on the dimensions of a nightmare, where trolls guard bridges, goldfish become piranhas,
vultures spy Qn you , ghosts haunt the cemetery and your little post office becomes a fortress-like tower. You'll
want to use The Wishbringer, a mag ical stone embued with wishes, again and again as you confront unusual
creatures - and finally, The Evil One.

name, then a comma. then what you want
to say to them. For example: FRED , HI or
OLD MAN, GIVE ME THE TR OM BONE .

D. Special commands: T hese give you
information, such as INVENTORY, or
affect the state of the program, such as
VERBOSE. A list of these appears in the

"Special Commands" section .

LEATHER GODESSES OF PHOBOS - A hilarious spoof of 1930s pulp science fiction, you're kidnapped by the
evil Leather Godesses. They take you back to Phobos as an experimental subject, while preparations continue
to turn earth into their private pleasure playground. Playing the role of a male or female, you 'll embark on a
bawdy, rousing and very amusing romp across the solar system . With three 'naughtiness levels', the game will
please everyone - from the lewd to the crude .

3. A fter typing your input. you must press
th e RETURN (or ENTER) key before
Planerfal/ wi ll respond .

4. Your screen display includes a status
line whi ch tells you your curre nt locatiort.
your score. and the current time (if
k nown).

AVAILABLE ON:
PC, Amiga and ST £9.99
(PC wrsiona contain both 5.25" and 3.5" disks)

5. You can pick up and carry many of the
items you ' ll find in the story. For example.
if you type TAKE TH E TUBE OF JELLY.
you will then be carrying it. Type
INVENTORY to see what items you have.

6 . When you want to stop, save your place
in the story. or start over, read ''Starting

nPOCOR\

and Stopping"

--FROM--

7. If you have trouble, refer to the specific

MJ\STERTRONiC

section fo r more detailed instructions.

CIACT JVJS ION 1990
l!I VIR GIN MASTE RTRONIC LTD 1990
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For Further Inlonn•tlon pie..• contact :
CUSTOMER SERVICES , VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC LTD, 16 PORTLAND ROAD, LONDON W11 2LA TEL: 071-727-8070

